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Abstract: Chinese herbal medicine classification is an important research task in intelligent medicine,
which has been applied widely in the fields of smart medicinal material sorting and medicinal
material recommendation. However, most current mainstream methods are semi-automatic, with
low efficiency and poor performance. To tackle this problem, a novel Chinese herbal medicine
classification method based on mutual learning has been proposed. Specifically, two small student
networks are designed for collaborative learning, and each of them collects knowledge learned
from the other one respectively. Consequently, student networks obtain rich and reliable features,
which will further improve the performance of Chinese herbal medicinal classification. In order to
validate the performance of the proposed model, a dataset with 100 Chinese herbal classes (about
10,000 samples) was utilized and extensive experiments were performed. Experimental results verify
that the proposed method is superior to those of the latest models with equivalent or even fewer
parameters, specifically, obtaining 3∼5.4% higher accuracy rate and 13∼37% lower loss. Moreover,
the mutual learning model achieves 80.8% Chinese herbal medicine classification accuracy.

Keywords: Chinese herbal medicine; classification; mutual learning; deep neural network

MSC: 68T07

1. Introduction

Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) classification plays a vital role in the field of intelligent
medicine. Furthermore, it has been widely applied in the fields of smart medicinal material
sorting and medicinal material recommendation. The classification of CHM still faces many
challenges, such as small datasets and large scale of model parameters.

To achieve promising CHM classification performance, many researchers have carried out
a lot of research work. Wang et al. proposed a new Local Linear Embedding Algorithm (LLE)
and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) processing techniques to handle high-dimensional
nonlinear data in the classification of CHM [1]. However, the dataset employed in their
method only contains six classes, which is very small and cannot meet the needs of real-world
applications. Zhang et al. utilized a supervised local projection strategy to identify plant leaves
and achieved excellent classification performance [2]. Unger et al. applied support vector
machine (SVM) with a Fourier feature and a morphological measuring approach to classify
the medicinal materials in the two test sets, which consisted of 26 and 17 categories, respec-
tively, with around 10 samples in each category [3]. In the two test sets, their approaches
had an accuracy of 73.21% and 84%, respectively. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
SVM were adopted by Luo et al. to classify Chinese medicinal materials [4]. Experimen-
tal results demonstrated that the SVM approach produces superior experimental results
than that of the PCA method. The Self-organizing Map (SOM) algorithm was introduced
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to classify CHM images in 2016 [5]. Although these methods have achieved promising
CHM classification performance, the datasets utilized by them are limited, with only a few
examples per category. On the other hand, these methods rely on less robust hand-crafted
features and are not feasible for classification on large-scale datasets. In order to further
enhance the classification performance, several deep convolutional neural networks, such
as AlexNet [6], VGG [7], GoogleNet [8] and ResNet [9,10], have been employed and shown
good performance in classification in recent years [11–13]. Liu et al. [14] utilized GoogleNet
to improve the performance of CHM classification. Cai et al. [15] used the convolutional
neural network with broad learning system method to identify Chinese herbal medicines,
and their method achieved good performance. However, the dataset they used was still
small, with just 17 categories and 1700 images. Unfortunately, due to the large scale of
parameters, these models are not suitable for classification tasks in platforms or applications
with small memory, such as mobile phones.

Mutual learning, a realistic method which can produce promising classification results
via small yet powerful deep neural networks. Mutual learning starts with a group of
students learning collaboratively [16]. Among them, each student is constrained by two loss
terms, including the standard supervised learning loss and the mimicry loss respectively,
which will encourage the class probabilities of each student to match those of other students,
leading to more robust and richer discriminative features.

In fact, traditional Chinese herbal medicine classification methods have lower accuracy.
On the other hand, although deep learning methods have higher accuracy, their training
speed are usually slow. To address the aforementioned issues and improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of CHM classification, this paper proposes to leverage the mutual learning to
handle CHM classification approach, inspired by its superiority. Specifically, in the mutual
learning framework, two student networks are employed to learn collaboratively, and each
student network can receive information from the other one through the whole training
process. Consequently, all student networks will learn more robust and richer features
in this strategy, resulting in superior performance than that of the corresponding single
network with the same or even much more layers.

In summary, our contributions can be concluded as follows:

1. A novel CHM classification approach based on mutual learning has been explored,
which has achieved promising CHM classification performance in terms of both ef-
fectiveness and efficiency. Specifically, the mutual learning framework in this paper
is based on two basic student networks. They perform collaborative learning dur-
ing the whole training phase, aiming at extracting more robust and rich features
without increasing the scale of parameters, and further enhance the performance of
CHM classification.

2. Numerous experiments have been done to assess the effectiveness of our method,
including the evaluation of the superiority of the mutual learning, the evaluation
of the performance of mutual learning based on two identical student networks,
the evaluation of the performance of mutual learning based on two different student
networks, respectively. Experimental results illustrate that the mutual learning model
can obtain significantly superior performance than those of the corresponding single
networks without mutual learning with the same or even deep layers, in terms of both
accuracy and speed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Detailed information of the materials
and methods are illustrated in Section 2. Section 3 depicts the experimental results and
analyses. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset

In order to validate the effectiveness of the mutual learning model, a CHM classifi-
cation dataset CHMC with medium-scale [17] has been applied. Specifically, CHMC has
100 categories of Chinese herbal medicines, and each category contains about 100 images.
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Therefore, the dataset owns a total of 10,000 images. Among them, 4/5 samples are utilized
for training, and the rest are applied for testing. Some examples from the CHMC dataset are
presented in Figure 1. Furthermore, most of the samples in the CHMC dataset have natural
environment backgrounds, which will motivate their application in real-world scenarios.

Figure 1. Samples of CHMC dataset [17].

2.2. Problem Definition

Assume the dataset X containsN samples of class C, X = {xi}Ni=1, and the correspond-
ing label can be denoted as Y = {yi}Ni=1, where yi ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, C}.

Among them, C indicates the number of CHM categories, N denotes the number of
Chinese herbal medicine samples. X/Y presents the CHM samples/label set, xi and yi indicate
the i-th sample and its corresponding label.

The probability qc
1(xi) that the ith sample xi is predicted to be class c in the student

network1 (ConvNet1) can be calculated by the following definition:

qc
1(xi) =

exp(sc
1(xi))

∑Cc=1 exp(sc
1(xi))

(1)

where sc
1(xi) indicates the logit value from the softmax layer of ConvNet1.

The probability qc
2(xi) that the ith sample xi is predicted to be class c in the student

network2 (ConvNet2) can be obtained via the following equation:

qc
2(xi) =

exp(sc
2(xi))

∑Cc=1 exp(sc
2(xi))

(2)

where sc
2(xi) indicates the logit value from the softmax layer of ConvNet2.

The loss functions LConvNet1 and LConvNet2 of two student networks can be defined
as follows:

LConvNet1 = (1− α) ∗ LC1 + α ∗ DKL(q2‖q1) (3)

LConvNet2 = (1− α) ∗ LC2 + α ∗ DKL(q1‖q2) (4)
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where LConvNet1/LConvNet2 denotes the cross entropy loss of the ConvNet1/ConvNet2
network. q1/q2 indicates the predicted probability of the Net1/Net2 network. DKL(q2‖q1)
presents the Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence loss, indicates the KL distance from q1 to
q2. DKL(q1‖q2) has the similar meaning with that of DKL(q2‖q1). Furthermore, α denotes a
hyperparameter which is employed to balance the two loss items.

The cross entropy losses LC1 and LC2 can be defined as:

LC1 = −
N
∑
i=1

C
∑
c=1

yc
i ∗ log(qc

1(xi)) (5)

LC2 = −
N
∑
i=1

C
∑
c=1

yc
i ∗ log(qc

2(xi)) (6)

where yi denotes the ground truth label of sample xi, yc
i is the indicator function, when

yi = c, yc
i = 1, when yi 6= c, yc

i = 0.
LC1 and LC2 represent the cross entropy losses between the ground truth label of the

sample and the corresponding network prediction value, which will force the model to
predict results that close to the true label for the corresponding sample.

To enhance the generalization ability of ConvNet1/ConvNet2 on the test samples,
the posterior probability q2/q1 of another student network ConvNet1/ConvNet2 is inte-
grated into the model. Further, the matching degree of the posterior probability of the two
networks can be obtained by the following equations:

DKL(q2‖q1) =
N
∑
i=1

C
∑
c=1

qc
2(xi) ∗ log(

qc
2(xi)

qc
1(xi)

) (7)

DKL(q1‖q2) =
N
∑
i=1

C
∑
c=1

qc
1(xi) ∗ log(

qc
1(xi)

qc
2(xi)

) (8)

where qc
1(xi) denotes the probability that sample xi is predicted to be class c in ConvNet1

and qc
2(xi) indicates the probability that xi is predicted to be class c in ConvNet2.

2.3. Network Structure

The mutual learning model for CHM classification proposed in this paper contains
two student networks (shown in Figure 2). Specifically, student network mainly involves
four networks: ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, and ResNet101 [18], respectively. During the
training process, the two student networks can learn from each other and obtain better features,
which improves their accuracy in CHM classification. Concerning the testing phase, each
student network can be utilized to perform the CHM classification task. Meanwhile, they can
obtain uniformly better performance than that of the single network without mutual learning.

Figure 2. Mutual learning framework for CHM classification.
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2.4. Model Training

For fair comparisons, all models mentioned in the experiments utilized stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) [19,20] to learn the parameters, with a batch size of 32 (the number of
samples input to the model at one time). The initial learning rate is 0.01, which decreased to
0.1 of its previous value after every 80 epochs, and the training phase stopped at 200 epochs.
The momentum is set as 0.9, and the hyperparameter α is 0.8.

2.5. Evaluation Criteria

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of different models, several commonly utilized
popular evaluation criteria, including Accuracy, Parameters, and Loss are considered.
The accuracy represents the classification performance of the model, the higher the better.
Parameters indicate the number of parameters of the model and can be utilized to measure
the efficiency of the model, the smaller the better. The loss value demonstrates the difference
between the model predicted value and the ground truth label of the sample, the smaller
the better. Note that all experiments are performed on Nvidia’s Titan X GPUs (12 GB),
Intel’s TMi7-7800X CPUs, 96 GB of RAM, and Ubuntu 18.04.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis
3.1. Evaluation of the Performance of the Mutual Learning Models

In order to verify the performance of the mutual learning model for CHM classification
in this paper, we have compared it with several current popular deep learning models,
including MobileNetV2 [21], MobileNetV3 [22], ResNet18 [18] and ResNet50 [18] respec-
tively. The results are shown in Table 1. In Table 1, Mul18(50) and Mul50(18) indicate the
mutual learning models based on two student networks (ResNet18 and ResNet50). Specifi-
cally, Mul18(50) refers to the model that shares the same structure with that of ResNet18
and learns knowledge from ResNet50. Furthermore, Mul50(18) has the similar meaning
with that of Mul18(50), which denotes the model that has the same structure with that of
ResNet50 and achieves knowledge from ResNet18.

Table 1 illustrates that the two variants of the residual networks, ResNet18 and
ResNet50, have obtained superior accuracies than those of MobileNetV2 and MobileNetV3.
Furthermore, our model Mul18(50) and Mul50(18) obtain the better CHM classification
results than those of ResNet18 and ResNet50, which validate the effectiveness of the mutual
learning models.

Table 1. Comparison results of different models.

Model Accuracy (%)

MobileNetV2 70.75
MobileNetV3 73.05

ResNet18 74.05
ResNet50 76.90

Mul18(50) (Mutual learning model) 77.95
Mul50(18) (Mutual learning model) 80.10

Moreover, the superiority of our model can be illustrated from the following two
aspects. On the one hand, the mutual learning model can achieve surpassing performance
without increasing the number of parameters. Specifically, Mul18(50) has 5.3% higher
accuracy than that of ResNet18, and the accuracy Mul50(18) is 4.2% better than that of
ResNet50, respectively. On the other hand, the shallow mutual learning model can achieve
comparable or even better performance than that of the deep single model. For example,
Mul18(50) obtained 1.3% better classification accuracy than that of ResNet50 (the parameters
of ResNet50 model is nearly twice times of Mul18(50)). The reason is that, during training,
Mul18(50) not only learned the knowledge from the ResNet50 model, but also from its
own. This learning strategy is comparable to ensemble learning, which integrates several
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low-performing weak classifiers (ResNet18 + ResNet50) into a high-performing strong
classifier Mul18(50), resulting in a superior outcome.

3.2. Ablation Studies

In order to further assess the effectiveness of the mutual learning model in CHM
classification, several ablation studies have been designed in the following. Specifically, one
design is to verify the mutual learning model’s performance under two identical student
networks setting, and the other one is to evaluate the mutual learning model’s performance
under two distinct student networks setting, respectively.

3.2.1. Evaluation of the Performance of the Mutual Learning Model under Two Identical
Student Networks

In order to verify the performance of the mutual learning model under two identical
student networks setting, we compare two group models that with or without mutual
learning, including Sigi and Muli(i) respectively. Among them, i indicates the model with ith
layers, i ∈ {18, 34, 50, 101}. Sigi indicates the single ResNeti model without mutual learning
and Muli(i) denotes the mutual learning models with two identical student networks ResNeti.
Muli(i)-1 indicates the first student network and Muli(i)-2 represents the second student
network. Table 2 shows the compared results.

Table 2. Comparison results of the mutual learning models based on two identical student networks.

Model Accuracy (%) Parameters (M) Loss Value

Sig18 74.05 11.69 0.0542
Mul(18)-1 76.50 11.69 0.0440
Mul(18)-2 76.25 11.69 0.0440

Sig34 75.00 21.80 0.0548
Mul(34)-1 78.15 21.80 0.0432
Mul(34)-2 78.15 21.80 0.0432

Sig50 76.90 25.56 0.0542
Mul(50)-1 79.25 25.56 0.0382
Mul(50)-2 79.20 25.56 0.0382

Sig101 77.45 44.64 0.0554
Mul(101)-1 79.85 44.64 0.0373
Mul(101)-2 79.80 44.64 0.0373

Table 2 shows that when the two student networks are identical, the mutual learn-
ing models can achieve significant better results than those of single network model in
terms of accuracy and loss value, without increasing the parameters. Specifically, the accu-
racy of Mul18(18)-1/Mul18(18)-2 is 3.0% higher than that of Sig18, and the loss value of
Mul18(18)-1/Mul18(18)-2 is 18.8% lower than that of Sig18; Mul34(34)-1/Mul34(34)-2 has
a 4.2% higher accuracy than that of Sig34, and the loss value of Mul34(34)-1/Mul34(34)-2
is 30.3% lower than that of Sig34; Mul50(50)-1/Mul50(50)-2 achieves 3.1% higher than
that of Sig50 in terms of accuracy, and Mul50(50)-1/Mul50(50)-2 is 29.5% lower than that
of Sig50 in terms of loss value; Mul101(101)-1/Mul101(101)-2 obtains 3.1% higher than
that of Sig101, and Mul101(101)-1/Mul101(101)-2 has 32.7 % lower loss value than that of
Sig101, respectively.

Moreover, the shallow mutual learning models can obtain better results than those of
deep single models at both accuracy and loss value, with much less parameters. Concretely,
Mul18(18) obtains about 2% higher accuracy and 19.7% lower loss value than those of Sig34;
Mul34(34) achieves about 1.62% higher accuracy and 20.3% lower loss value than those of
Sig50; Mul34(34) acquires about 0.9% higher accuracy and 22% lower loss value than those
of Sig101 and Mul50(50) obtains about 2.32% higher accuracy and 31.04% lower loss value
than those of Sig101, separately.
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Those results verify the effectiveness of the mutual learning model based on two
identical student networks in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

It should be noted that the two student networks of the mutual learning model (such as
Mul18(18)-1/Mul18(18)-2) have the same parameter values as those of their corresponding
single counterpart without mutual learning (such as Sig18). In this case, the mutual learning
models can achieve higher accuracy and lower loss value, indicating that the mutual learning
model can allow two identical student networks to learn additional knowledge about the
other network during training, thereby obtaining better performance. Although the two
student networks have the same structure, their initial parameter values are different,
resulting in diverse knowledge throughout the training process, which may be employed to
guide the learning of another student network. Furthermore, due to the similar structure,
these two student networks are all converge to the same tiny range of values after training,
resulting in approximately same accuracy and loss value.

To intuitively compare the performance of different models, Figures 3 and 4 present the
accuracies and loss values of different models under different training epochs respectively.
These two figures illustrate that during the whole training process, the accuracies/losses of
the two student networks of the mutual learning model are higher/lower than those of the
corresponding single counterpart models without mutual learning, which further verifies
the effectiveness of mutual learning models under two identical student networks setting.

(a) ResNet18 (b) ResNet34

(c) ResNet50 (d) ResNet101

Figure 3. Comparison of the accuracy of two same student networks with or without mutual learning.

3.2.2. Evaluation of the Performance of Mutual Learning under Two Different
Student Networks

Considering the performance of the mutual learning model under two different stu-
dent networks setting, we also compare two set of models that with or without mutual
learning, including [Sigi, Sigj] and [Muli(j), Mulj(i)] respectively. Among them, i/j indi-
cates the model with ith/jth layers, i, j ∈ {18, 34, 50, 101}, i 6= j. Sigi indicates the single
ResNeti model without mutual learning, Sigj has the similar meaning with that of Sigi.
Muli(j) and Mulj(i) represent the mutual learning models with two different student net-
works ResNeti and ResNetj. Muli(j) represents the one student network in mutual learning
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that has the same structure with Sigi and receives the knowledge from Sigj, Mulj(i) shares
the similar meaning with that of Muli(j). The comparison results are shown in Table 3.

(a) ResNet18 (b) ResNet34

(c) ResNet50 (d) ResNet101

Figure 4. Comparison of the loss of two same student networks with or without mutual learning.

Table 3 demonstrates that when the two student networks are different, the mutual
learning models have achieved better performance than those of their corresponding single
networks with the same number of layers. Specifically, Mul18(34)/Mul34(18) receives
4.69%/4.37% higher accuracy and 30.1%/30.8% lower than Sig18/Sig34 in terms of ac-
curacy and loss value; Mul18(50)/Mul50(18) obtains 5.27%/4.16% better accuracy and
32.1%/32.1% lower loss value than those of Sig18/Sig50; Mul18(101)/Mul101(18) achieves
4.86%/3.68% better accuracy and 34.1%/33.4% lower loss value than those of Sig18/Sig101;
Mul34(50)/Mul50(34) receives 4.26%/5.07% better accuracy and 34.1%/33.4% lower loss
value than those of Sig34/Sig50; Mul34(101)/Mul101(34) obtains 5.40%/3.29% better accu-
racy and 33.2%/33.9% lower loss value than those of Sig34/Sig101; Mul50(101)/Mul101(50)
achieves 3.97%/4.20% higher accuracy and 36.0%/37.3% lower loss value than those of
Sig50/Sig101, respectively.

Furthermore, Table 3 also illustrates that the small student networks (such as Mul18(34))
in mutual learning models also receive superior performance than a single network (such
as Sig34) corresponding to the large student network in the mutual learning model. Con-
cretely, Mul18(34) obtains 3.33% higher accuracy and 30.1% lower loss value than that of
Sig34. Mul18(50) achieves 1.36% better accuracy and 1.36% lower loss value than that of
Sig50. Mul18(101) receives a 2.60% better accuracy and 32.3% lower loss value than that of
Sig101. Mul34(50) obtains 1.70% superior accuracy and 34.1% lower loss value than that of
Sig50; Mul34(101) receives 2.06% superior accuracy and 33.2% lower loss value than that of
Sig101; Mul50(101) receives 3.23% superior accuracy and 36.0% lower loss value than that
of Sig101, respectively.
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Table 3. Comparison results of the mutual learning models based on two different student networks.

Model Accuracy (%) Parameters (M) Loss Value

Sig18 74.05 11.69 0.0542
Sig34 75.00 21.80 0.0548

Mul18(34) 77.50 11.69 0.0379
Mul34(18) 78.55 21.80 0.0379

Sig18 74.05 11.69 0.0542
Sig50 76.90 25.56 0.0542

Mul18(50) 77.95 11.69 0.0368
Mul50(18) 80.10 25.56 0.0368

Sig34 75.00 21.80 0.0548
Sig50 76.90 25.56 0.0542

Mul34(50) 78.20 21.80 0.0361
Mul50(34) 80.80 25.56 0.0361

Sig18 74.05 11.69 0.0542
Sig101 77.45 44.64 0.0554

Mul18(101) 77.65 11.69 0.0367
Mul101(18) 80.35 44.64 0.0367

Sig34 75.00 21.80 0.0548
Sig101 77.45 44.64 0.0554

Mul34(101) 79.50 21.80 0.0366
Mul101(34) 80.00 44.64 0.0366

Sig50 76.90 25.56 0.0542
Sig101 77.45 44.64 0.0554

Mul50(101) 79.95 25.56 0.0347
Mul101(50) 80.70 44.64 0.0347

Those results verify the effectiveness of the mutual learning models based on two
different student networks in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

It should be noted that although Mul18(34) is the small student network in the mutual
learning model, it receives better performance not only than that of small single network
Sig18 but also than that of big single network Sig34. Reasons are that, during the whole
training process, Mul18(34) collaborative learns knowledge from ResNet18 and ResNet34,
which results in richer and much more reliable features, leading to improved performance
in CHM classification.

In order to intuitively compare the performance of different models, Figures 5 and 6
show the accuracies and loss values of different models under different training epochs
respectively. These two figures demonstrate that during the whole training process, the ac-
curacies/losses of the two student networks of the mutual learning model are significantly
higher/lower than those of the corresponding single counterpart models without mutual
learning, which further validates the effectiveness of mutual learning models under two
different student networks setting. In the future, we will employ a deep no-reference image
quality metric [23] to objectively assess the performance of the proposed method in the
presence of image artefacts of varying degrees of severity.
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(a) ResNet34, ResNet18 (b) ResNet50, ResNet18

(c) ResNet50, ResNet34 (d) ResNet10, ResNet18

(e) ResNet101, ResNet34 (f) ResNet101, ResNet50

Figure 5. Comparison of the accuracy of two different student networks with or without mutual learning.
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(a) ResNet34, ResNet18 (b) ResNet50, ResNet18

(c) ResNet50, ResNet34 (d) ResNet10, ResNet18

(e) ResNet101, ResNet34 (f) ResNet101, ResNet50

Figure 6. Comparison of the loss of two different student networks with or without mutual learning.

4. Conclusions

This paper has proposed to utilize a novel mutual learning model to perform CHM
classification. This model can transfer the knowledge from one student network to another
one. Furthermore, benefit from the mutual learning, a set of basic student neural networks
can cooperatively update parameters and achieve information from each other throughout
the training process, resulting in the learning of rich and robust features. Consequently, our
model obtains promising CHM classification results with better efficiency and effectiveness.
Specifically, experiments achieve 4.16∼13.2% higher accuracy and 8.8∼36.0% lower loss
value than those of the non-mutual learning models, which verifies the effectiveness of the
mutual learning model in CHM classification.
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